“ With an experienced, capable company like
Conifer as our partner, we are confident we
can improve our financial health and focus our
internal resources on providing the highest
quality care to our patients and our
community.”
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its challenges. For example, current discussion on health

ing when you present that type of uncertainty to your

reform includes complicated compliance issues such as

team members, especially given the economic climate,”
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says Gill. “We went through a thorough retraining and
interviewing process. Not every Memorial team member

“The number of changing regulations at the federal and

was hired to work as a Conifer employee on our revenue

state level can be overwhelming,” says Stephen Mooney,

cycle, but we did try t

president, Conifer Health Solutions. “As a partner with

position elsewhere at Memorial.”

nd those individuals a di erent

the hospital, we determine what the changes are and how
they a ect the billing process. We have sta devoted solely

The transition of Memorial’s revenue cycle to Conifer has

to reviewing the regulations and ensuring that our hospital
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clients are not at risk. This is just one way Conifer can unbur-

asked ourselves if we wanted to take the revenue cycle back

den healthcare providers from operating concerns to focus

at some point and whether we could,” she says. “We don’t

on what matters most—fu lling their missions to provide
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quality care for patients in the communities they serve.”
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